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Bananya
Bob's Burgers Talking Button includes a Bob's Burgers burger-shaped button that plays 25 hilarious
lines from the show featuring the voices of the stars. The kit also comes with a 48-page book featuring
quotes and full-color illustrations.

Desktop Strongman
The door is open . . . celebrate the iconic heroes of Kingdom Hearts -- Sora, Donald, Goofy, Riku, Kairi,
Aqua, and King Mickey -- who come to life in this unique, official collectible magnet set! It includes: 7
magnets (2" x 3") featuring the heroes of Kingdom Hearts shifting between two different poses: relaxed
and battle-ready! 64-page miniature book on Kingdom Hearts with full-color illustrations throughout

Rick and Morty: Pocket Notebook Collection (Set of 3)
The Princess Bride Talking Book features an interactive molded plastic book that opens to play 15 of the
movie's unforgettable quotes, from "Inconceivable!" to "My name is Inigo Montoya. You killed my
father. Prepare to die." The kit also comes with a 32-page mini book that highlights classic quotes and
film stills from The Princess Bride.

Wonder Woman Talking Figure and Illustrated Book
Bananya has captured the hearts of fans worldwide with his chubby white face and his signature meow.
Fans will love this adorable, one-of-a-kind figurine that features unique motion and sound elements. Kit
includes: * One-of-a-kind, peel-able Bananya figurine with base that says "Nya!" when revealed *
16-page sticker book

2 Kinds of People
With this talking collectible figure, Batman's arch nemesis and supervillain extraordinaire, the Joker, is
here! Kit includes: 3¿-inch The Joker bust mounted on a base, with 10 diabolical sound bites Phrases
include "Joker here!" "The Joke's on you, Batman!" "Life's a bowl of cherries, and this is the pits!" I'm
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not mad at all, I'm justdifferently sane!", "Welcome to the madhouse, Batman!", and "Let's get this party
started -- with a bang!" The Joker: Behind the Smile, 48-page book of The Joker history, featuring fullcolor illustrations throughout

Rick and Morty Deluxe Note Card Set (With Keepsake Book Box)
It takes all kinds of people to make a world, the expression goes. But maybe it really takes only two
kinds. People who put ketchup on their fries, and people who put the ketchup on the side. People who
squeeze gently from the bottom, and people who manhandle the toothpaste tube. 2 Kinds of People is the
interactive visual personality quiz that’s as much fun as a game. It works by showing two illustrations
side by side. If you and your partner pick the same one, score it on the foldout wheel in the back, and
move to the next. At the end, the number of matches determines where you fall on the Scale of
Compatibility, ranging from mortal enemies to soul mates. There are 85 pairs in all, covering food,
home, technology, travel, and more. It’s the perfect icebreaker, a clever way to find out if you and your
best friend/date/coworker and/or person you just met in a bar are compatible. Cup or cone? Cash or
plastic? Shower or bath? Escalator or stairs? Toilet paper over, or toilet paper under? Like they say, it’s
the little things in life that really count.

Our Server Is Down
The world's most popular female super hero returns to the big screen in Wonder Woman. This kit
captures the huge audience for the enduring icon of empowerment for girls and women of all ages. It
includes a 3 ½” Wonder Woman figure featuring audio of 10 different motivational phrases, plus a
48-page book titled The Wonder Woman Way, complete with full-color artwork.

If Dogs Run Free
The smash-hit comic book series based on Dan Harmon and Justin Roiland’s hilarious [adult swim]™
animated show RICK AND MORTY™ is available in its fourth deluxe hardcover collection! When aliens
threaten to destroy the world (again), what happens when Jerry tries to talk 'em out of it? Nothing good!
Morty and Summer need dates to the prom, but when Rick tries tohelpeveryone BUGS out! From
Interdimensional Cable to Beth's never-ending struggles for even the smallest amount of respectyou'll
find all that and more in this oversized collection, not to mention 5 full issues of Multiple Morty
Madness!! This special edition collects issues #26-30 of the main series, as well as the entire Pocket
Like You Stole It miniseries, based on the bestselling mobile game. It also includes a brand-new
introduction, cover art, and a gallery of Pocket Like You Stole It trading cards! Get schwifty!

Bob's Burgers Talking Burger Button
Nobody belongs anywhere, nobody exists on purpose, everybody's going to die come do some coloring.
Burrrp, we've got all your favorites: Krombopulos Michael, meeseeks, plumbuses and more. Prepare for
intricate adult coloring patterns and high-concept sci-fi rigmarole in the best coloring book in dimension
C-137! Peace among worlds Rick and Morty fans peace among worlds.

Rick and Morty: Talking Pickle Rick
Celebrate your fandom of Adult Swim’s Rick and Morty with this deluxe note card set. Taking
inspiration from Adult Swim’s acclaimed animated series Rick and Morty, this deluxe note card set
features imagery of your favorite characters and their most memorable moments and quotes from the
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show. This set includes: 20 note cards featuring quotes from Rick and Morty 20 envelopes 20 sticker
seals A pocket journal A keepsake box for storage Designed for inter-dimensional travelers, scientists,
aliens, robots, and all fans of Rick and Morty, this collectible set offers a fun and unique way to
celebrate the show with friends across the multiverse.

The Little Box of SpongeBob SquarePants
Pickle Rick is back! Bring your favorite Rick and Morty character home with this talking collectible
figure of Rick Sanchez's pickle alter ego. It includes: 3-inch squeezable Pickle Rick mounted on a base.
Says "I turned myself into a pickle, Morty!" and "I'm Pickle Riiick!" 48-page book on Pickle Rick,
featuring full-color illustrations from Rick and Morty

Rick and Morty Character Guide
Enjoy our MovieNotebooks series. We offer you unique notebooks inspired by popular movies, serials
and series for school and university students. You're not a pupil/student? Don't worry! The notebooks we
offer could become universal gifts and presents for your boyfriend, girlfriend, friend, family members basically for everyone who loves watching good movies and series. We offer you a 100 pages blank
ruled journal ready for you to fill with your own ideas and characters' quotes We offer you: Notebook
dimensions: 6"x9" - the perfect size to fit in a handbag and a backpack; 100 lined pages printed on high
quality paper (50 sheets) It can be used as a journal, notebook or just a composition book Perfect for gel
pen, ink or pencils It will make a great personalized gift for any special occasion: Christmas, Birthday,
Secrect Santa, Thanksgiving, Hanukkah and Name day And much more!

Rick and Morty Volume 1
Every year, people ask Groundhog the same, boring old question. Is spring around the corner? Or are we
doomed to more winter? Sure, they care about his shadow, but what about him and his interests? He's
had enough! Groundhog packs his bags and sets out for a much-needed vacation. Now the town is
holding auditions to find someone to fill his spot. None of the animals seem right for the job, though.
Not Elephant, not Ostrich, and most certainly not Puppy. No one has Groundhog's flair for the dramatic,
but is it too late to woo him back into the spotlight? With a fresh take on a familiar event and bold, lively
illustrations, this hilarious audio eBook will leave readers wishing it was Groundhog's Day year-round.

Batman: Talking Bust and Illustrated Book
An illustrated version of the Bob Dylan song that asks the question "If dogs run free, why not we?"

Rick and Morty
Learn the secret stories and hidden pasts of your favorite Rick and Morty characters in Rick and Morty
presents! These 4 oversized comics, collected here for the first time, focus on fan-favorite characters and
storylines, with writing and art from today's top talent!

Alien: Hissing Xenomorph and Illustrated Book
Based on the sci-fi horror blockbuster Alien franchise, this one-of-a-kind kit features a Xenomorph bust
figure with pop-out inner mandible head and hissing sound at the push of a button, a must-have
collectible for fans of the cult series. Also included is a 48-page book featuring quotes and full-color
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photos from the original 1979 Alien film

Seven To Eternity #7
Now suffering from the aftermath of the sentient swamp, The Mosak follow Adam to JevaliaÍs
childhood home to discover a trampled paradise, the bled souls of its heroes, and a fetid industry
thirsting for more. SEVEN TO ETERNITY is proud to welcome superstar JAMES HARREN as a
special guest artist to unveil the heights of heroism in a world awash with corruption.

Rick and Morty Book Four
Rick and Morty don got their own pocket notebooks, broh! Don’t even trip, dog, Mr. Meeseeks got his
own notebook, too. Fist pump me, broh! Don’t be a Jerry, celebrate the interdimensional misadventures
of Rick and Morty with this set of notebooks from Insight Editions’ best-selling stationery line, each
featuring individual covers inspired by fan favorite characters—Rick, Morty, and even Mr. Meeseeks.
Each notebook contains 64 pages of ruled, acid-free high-quality paper that take both pen and
Pencilvester nicely to invite a flow of inspiration. Featuring artwork taken from the animated show, this
is the perfect gift for Rick and Morty fans and hopeful multiverse travelers!

Bob Ross: My First Book of Colors
Explore the real science behind the Cartoon Network phenomenon Rick and Morty—one of television’s
most irreverent, whip-smart, and darkly hilarious shows—and discover how close we are to Rick’s many
experiments becoming a reality. Adult Swim’s Rick and Morty is one of the smartest (and most insane)
shows on television. Genius alcoholic Rick Sanchez and his hapless grandson Morty have explored
everything from particle physics to human augmentation and much more in their intergalactic adventures
through the multiverse. With biting humor and plenty of nihilism, Rick and Morty employs cutting-edge
scientific theories in every episode. But, outside of Rick’s garage laboratory, what are these theories
truly about and what can they teach us about ourselves? Blending biology, chemistry, and physics basics
with accessible—and witty—prose, The Science of Rick and Morty equips you with the scientific
foundation to thoroughly understand Rick’s experiments from the show, such as how we can use dark
matter and energy, just what is intelligence hacking, and whether or not you can really control a
cockroach’s nervous system with your tongue. Perfect for longtime and new fans of the show, this is the
ultimate segue into discovering more about our complicated and fascinating universe.

Rick and Morty Book One
Explore the extraordinary Rick and Morty artwork from the sell-out Gallery 1988 exhibition in this
exclusive collection. Delve into the worlds of Rick and Morty in this stunning memento showcasing the
best of the Gallery 1988 exhibition. Together with Adult Swim, the gallery commissioned a series of art
pieces to celebrate moments, characters, storylines, and episodes from the show. The event was a huge
hit and the limited pieces sold out at one one-hundredth the speed of reality. Rick and Morty: Show Me
What You Got allows fans to explore the stunning artwork from the exhibition. Artists have contributed
passionately made posters, sculptures, book covers, hip flasks and much more to commemorate this
beloved series. Discover what inspired them, see their work in progress, and enjoy a collection of
stunning, original Rick and Morty artwork.

The Princess Bride Talking Book
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The hit comic book series based on Dan Harmon and Justin Roiland’s hilarious [adult swim] animated
show RICK AND MORTY is now available in its first deluxe hardcover collection! Join the excitement
as depraved genius Rick Sanchez embarks on insane adventures with his awkward grandson Morty
across the universe and across time. Caught in the crossfire are his teenage granddaughter Summer, his
veterinary surgeon daughter Beth, and his hapless son-in-law Jerry. This collection features the first ten
issues of the comic book series, including “THE WUBBA LUBBA DUB DUB OF WALL STREET,”
"MORT-BALLS!," "BALL FONDLERS SPECIAL," and more, along with hilarious mini-comics
showcasing the whole family. This special hardcover edition also includes an exclusive sound clip of
Rick and Morty and all the cover art from the first ten issues of the comic book series!

Rick and Morty Book of Gadgets and Inventions
A titanium snowcapped mountain. A happy little tree made with Van Dyke Brown and Dark Sienna. A
majestic, vibrant phthalo blue sky. Bob Ross: My First Book of Colors is an early concept board book
featuring various Bob Ross paintings and some of Bob's little quips about each of the thirteen colors he
used on his palette in front of TV audiences. Full of real paintings from the iconic artist, this is sure to be
a hit for any Bob Ross fan. Colors include: Alizarin Crimson Bright Red Cadmium Yellow Hue Dark
Sienna Indian Yellow Midnight Black Phthalo Blue Prussian Blue Sap Green Titanium White Van Dyke
Brown Yellow Ochre

The Joker Talking Bust and Illustrated Book
A must-have gift book: the wit, wisdom, and frequent diatribes of mad scientist Rick Sanchez of Cartoon
Network's Rick and Morty, the critically-acclaimed, #1 animated series on TV. For the first time
anywhere, the wit, wisdom, observations, rants, raves, and general ramblings of mad scientist Rick
Sanchez from Cartoon Network's hit animated TV series Rick and Morty, compiled in one essential
volume. Each season Rick and his grandson Morty embark on thrilling domestic and intergalactic
adventures, all for the benefit of science (and Rick's inflated ego). But what makes the depraved genius
tick? Now Rick is eager to impart his unique (and sometimes disturbing) take on life, love, and
everything in-between for the benefit of aspiring mad scientists everywhere. Fully illustrated with color
images from the show, The World According to Rick is a collection of Rick's most famous (and not so
famous) sayings, monologues, and quotes, complete with a personal introduction by the mad man
himself. A truly unique and special book, this collectible is sure to become a cult favorite like the show
that inspired it. RICK AND MORTY, ADULT SWIM, the logos, and all related characters and elements
are trademarks of and (c) 2018 Cartoon Network.

The Little Box of Nick '90s
The '90s are All That! The kit includes 10 button pins, a patch, 2 magnets, and stickers featuring iconic
characters from the most popular '90s Nicktoons, including Rugrats, The Ren & Stimpy Show, Hey
Arnold!, Rocko's Modern Life, SpongeBob SquarePants, and more!

Kingdom Hearts Heroes of Light Magnet Set
A must have for fans, this official illustrated guide features a unique look at all the gadgets and
inventions created by Rick Sanchez from Adult Swim's Emmy-winning show Rick and Morty. Dive into
this one-of-a-kind guide that explores and explains all the inventions, gadgets, and machines -- not just
the ones with a sci-fi word added to it -- that Rick and Morty have encountered on their mind-blowing
adventures! In the Book of Gadgets and Inventions, author Robb Pearlman explores the science and
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backstories as well as includes humorous how-to instructions for of all the gadgets and gizmos from all
three seasons of Rick and Morty, breaking them into seven themed-categories including items like: Body
and Mind: Anatomy Park, Mindblower Helmet, and Pickle Serum Interdimensional Power & Travel:
Interdimensional Cable, Interdimensional Goggles, and Microverse Battery Weapons, Guns & Suits:
Concentrated Dark Matter, Groin System 6000, Rat Suit, and Suicide Machine Ships, Machines &
Boxes: Curse Purge Scanner, Demonic Alien Containment Box, Detox Machine, and Science
Microwave Robots & Clones: Butter Robot, Drones, Tiny Rick, and Toxic Rick and Morty
Extracurricular Gadgets & Inventions: Alien Vaccum, Beth's Toys, Ovenless Brownies, Time
Stabilizing Collar, True Level, and Wishing Portal Interdimensional Gadgets & Science: Brainalyzer
Helmet, Conroy, Gwendolyn, Meeseeks Box, Plubus, Roy: A Life Well Lived, and Zigerion Simulation
Chamber With full-color illustrations, concept art, "Rick Facts" sidebars, episode references, and
handwritten notes from Rick and Morty throughout, Book of Gadgets and Inventions is a truly unique
and must-have guide for fans of one of the most bizarre and beloved animated shows on television.

Rick and Morty Vol. 4
The animated science-fiction adventures of Rick and Morty are irreverent, shocking, and hilarious - from
the cynical and rapid-fire one liners, to the grotesque and endearing character designs. Now, take a deep
trans-dimensional dive into the creation of these many insane universes with The Art of Rick and Morty!
Features intimate commentary from the show's creators alongside a vast collection of process, concept,
and production art.

I'm Pickle Rick
Baby Blues makes life with children seem funny, even when they smear peanut butter on the walls and
give the baby a makeover with Mom's cosmetics. Says writer Jerry Scott, "As long as kids keep having
runny noses and wiping them on the drapes, we're in business." Our Server is Down: Baby Blues
Scrapbook #20 captures the perils and pratfalls of raising young children in suburbia. Daryl and Wanda
MacPherson are a couple in their mid-thirties struggling to juggle work and three kids with hectic
schedules-and maintain their sanity. Zoe, the talkative eldest, is seven and more worldly than ever.
Hammie is the newly anointed (by the recent birth of baby Wren) middle child. At age five, he's a
willing student for Zoe and a virtual Velcro board for blame. Wren is the newest addition to the
MacPherson clan-so far, all giggles and sunshine . . . with a few clouds on the horizon. Parents
worldwide have delighted in this slice-of-life comic since its debut in 1990.

The World According to Rick
The hit comic book series based on Dan Harmon and Justin Roiland’s hilarious [adult swim] animated
show Rick and Morty is now available in its first collection! Join the excitement as depraved genius
Rick Sanchez embarks on insane adventures with his awkward grandson Morty across the universe and
across time. Caught in the crossfire are his teenage granddaughter Summer, his vetinary surgeon
daughter Beth, and his hapless son-in-law Jerry.

Rick and Morty Presents
Featuring the stunning artwork of illustrator Helen Dardik, this set includes wooden Noah and 10
animals, box with built-in ark, and a 32-page The Story of Noah's Ark mini book. This collectible set is
the perfect size for a stocking stuffer and makes a great gift for other religious holidays.
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The Great Showdowns
The hit comic book series based on Dan Harmon and Justin Roiland’s hilarious [adult swim] animated
show RICK & MORTY continues! Catch up on the adventures of degenerate genius Rick Sanchez and
his bumbling grandson Morty as they explore the outer reaches of time, space, and morality. This
volume features Eisner award nominated writer Kyle Starks (Sexcastle) in collaboration with series artist
CJ Cannon in a three-issue story of interplanetary drug rings and star-traveling pickup artists. Also
included is "Rick Burn, Dude," drawn by artist Marc Ellerby, in which Rick and Morty take a
germaphobic planet by storm, a totally swole one-shot drawn by Kyle Starks, and hilarious backup
comics about the whole family!

Teeny-Tiny Noah's Ark
Celebrate real-life heroes in the US Navy with this early board book introduction to the US military
branches. The Mini Military series focuses on introducing young readers to the various branches of the
US military. Lil' Navy Sailor highlights what it's like to be part of this special force, focusing on
uniforms, radar tracking devices, and other special items, and introducing toddlers to military vehicles.
Perfect for military families, those with veterans in their family, or for anyone looking to educate their
youngest readers about our troops, this book and the series is sure to inspire and celebrate our brave
service men and women.

Lil' Navy Sailor
An oversized full-color hardcover encyclopedia collecting hilarious trivia on the characters from the
ultra-hit animated series! In an interdimensional reality as crazy and wild as Rick and Morty, it can be
hard to keep all of the characters straight, and now you don't have to use any more of your precious brain
space to do it! It's all in this here book, baby! In this new collection, learn all about your favorite (and
not so favorite) characters from around the multiverse. Take a look at all of the titular characters, the
humans and the aliens, with the Rick and Morty Character Guide. Want to know more about the Council
of Ricks? Or Ricks feelings on Zeep Xanflorp? Or why Bird Person talks like that? This book has got
you covered! Collecting information on the whole cast of characters, this book is a must-have for any
fan of the award-winning Adult Swim show!

Adult Time
From the dark days of sleep deprivation to the cacophony of a tri-kid family, Baby Blues reveals the true
dark underbelly of parenting to the delight of newspaper readers everywhere. Like a comic epidural, or
butt cream on a raging diaper rash, this comic strip has helped take some of the sting out of parenting for
countless parents around the world. Baby Blues transcends the comic page by fusing the award-winning
imaginations of Rick Kirkman and Jerry Scott with familiar family life. Kirkman and Scott intuitively
balance the humorous with the poignant through relatable and sometimes all-too-familiar parenting
scenes.

Rick and Morty vs. Dungeons & Dragons
A whimsical tribute to famous epic clashes between good and evil in popular culture features comic
depictions of confrontations in such movies as "Star Wars," "Alien," and "Die Hard."

The Art of Rick and Morty
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Based off the beloved carnival game, this desktop kit includes everything you need to become a high
striker! Kit includes: 7-1/4" rail and pellet Bell with sound Hammer 32-page book with history,
techniques, and the rules of the game

It's Me, The Good Advice Cupcake!
Straight from that pineapple under the sea comes a nautical assortment of pins, patches, magnets, and
stickers, featuring the world's most famous yellow sponge and all his underwater friends! Kit includes:
10 button pins 1 iron-on patch 3 magnets 16-page sticker book

Desktop Boxing
This kit of iconic Super Hero BATMAN includes a 3-1/2” Batman bust with 10 different sound bites
from the Dark Knight himself. Also included is a 48-page book on Batman with full-color illustrations
throughout. Replaceable batteries included.

Rick and Morty Official Coloring Book
Starring everyone's favorite sassy cupcake, this fun kit includes a 3" Good Advice Cupcake figurine that
speaks 8 popular catchphrases and a 48-page flip book with an animated illustration. Phrases include: It's
me! The Good Advice Cupcake I think you're cute I love you so much I could scream Boy, bye I'm here
to let you know that it will all be okay YAAAAAAAY! I believe in you Grab life by the balls and make
life your b***h

Groundhog's Day Off
You’ve got to—belch!—roll for initiative, Morty! Two pop culture juggernauts are teaming up and neither
multiverse is prepared for what comes next! When Morty sees a cute girl at school playing Dungeons &
Dragons, he asks Rick to show him the ropes, only to discover that his grandfather is a veteran gamer.
Next thing he knows, the entire family has been pulled into a campaign that escalates from virtual D&D
simulations to alternate universes governed by the rules of the game. And as it turns out, Rick isn’t the
only one who knows his way around a d20.

The Science of Rick and Morty
Did you just get reamed out by your boss? Did Bob in accounting eat your sandwich out of the fridge
again? Don't take your stress out on your coworkers--take it out on this mini punching bag! Desktop
Boxing is the perfect desk accessory for inconspicuous yet effective stress relief, and everyone from
9-to-5ers to boxing fans will enjoy this fun distraction. The kit includes a mini desktop punching bag
with suction cup base, two tiny boxing gloves for your pointer fingers, and a 32-page book with basic
finger boxing moves and boxing trivia.
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